
Kyoto pickles and miso Tanabeso
田辺宗

218 Seiryu-cho, Demachi Masugata-agaru, 
Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市上京区出町枡形上がる青龍町218

Freedial: 0120-06-1269
OPEN: 10:00 to 21:00  (Closed Wed.)
Access: 20 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi.
5 min. walk from Demachiyanagi Station 
(Keihan/Eizan Line).

TEL: 075-213-3559
OPEN: 11:30 to 15:00, 17:00 to 21:00 (Closed Wed.)

老舗

1875
S I N C E

⬆Murasaki Shikibu, ¥2,600. In response to their popularity, the tomato pickles and 
gindara no saikyo-yaki are now standard items. The pickles used for the sushi vary 
depending on the season. In spring, pickles such as bamboo shoots, akakabura red 
turnips and hiroshimana leaves pickled shibazuke-style (pickled with salt and red per-
illa leaves) are used. *All prices exclude tax.

⬅Miso and pickles are sold 
on the �rst �oor. The red miso 
used in the restaurant's aka-
dashi miso soup starts from 
¥450 for 300g. The pickles 
made by the restaurant's 
chef are beautiful to look at, 
using fruit as well as veg-
etables.

Tanabeso, a shop specializing in miso and Kyoto pickles, is a 
10-minute walk from the World Heritage Site of Shimogamo-
jinja Shrine. Although the shop, renovated in 2014, is very 
modern-looking, it has a history going back to 1875. Since its 
founding, it has made its own miso and pickles in-house. Chefs 
from famous restaurants come to buy its miso, the taste of which  
enjoys an established reputation. �ere is a wide variety of pick-
les available, from traditional pickles to the lightly-pickled “Asa-
zuke” types and seasonally-limited items.

�e shop also operates the Shunsai Dining Aoisho restaurant 
on the second floor, o�ering bento lunch sets and kaiseki cuisine 
courses as well as à la carte menu dishes. “Murasaki Shikibu” is a 
highly-regarded lunch menu item known for its beautiful ar-
rangement in a lacquered box with high sides called “Fuchidaka”. 
It contains gindara no saikyo-yaki (sablefish cooked with Saikyo 
miso), sashimi (raw fish), a deep-fried food, tomato pickles and 
2 dishes of the day. It also comes with chawanmushi (savory egg 
custard), akadashi miso soup and five pieces of Kyoto tsuke-
mono sushi. �e white miso 
used to make the gindara, as 
well as the miso and pickles 
used in the restaurant, are all 
available to buy from the first 
floor shop. Please consider the 
miso and pickles, loved by 
Japanese people since ancient 
times, as souvenirs.

⬆Nama shibazuke, ¥450. Made from 
a classic recipe with cucumber and 
eggplant pickled with red perilla leaves.

⬆Cheese miso pickles, ¥800. Cream cheese 
is pickled in white miso for several days to 
produce a taste that goes well with wine.

⬇It may be necessary to wait in line for the restaurant during the busy tourist seasons. 
The shop is a short walk from the Kamogawa River, lined with cherry blossom trees.

A well-known shop selling miso and Kyoto pickles, 
essential to Japanese cuisine. Tsukemono (pickle) 
sushi can be enjoyed at the second �oor restaurant.

Google MAP

Shunsai Dining Aoisho旬彩ダイニング 葵匠

URL: http://www.tanabeso.jp

⬆Elements of the disused miso 
storehouse are part of the interior, 
making a uniquely Japanese shop.

⬆You can enjoy à la carte dishes and kaiseki cuisine in the evenings. The kai-
seki course (¥8,000) includes gindara no saikyo-yaki and tsukemono sushi, 
and appetizers where you can appreciate the four seasons of Japan.
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